New coupling mechanism of titanium nitride nanosphere dimers at short separation distances.
The coupled localized plasmon modes generated by a metal plasmonic nanoparticle (NP) dimer induces a stronger plasmon enhanced electromagnetic field as well as a stronger optical response compared to that of a single NP. Owing to the small Drude damping factor, however, the absorption bandwidth of noble metallic NPs is insufficiently broad. Herein, the near-field wide band coupling absorption for 25 nm diameter TiN nanospheres is investigated in a homo-dimer arrangement for various separation distances using the finite element method. An enhancement of the wide band coupling absorption and a red-shift is found, which can be explained by an uncomplicated dipole-dipole coupling model at interparticle distances greater than 5 nm. At short separation distances, the coupling absorption of the TiN dimer exhibits a tremendous change, which is diametrically opposite the results found for a Au dimer. This unexpected change phenomenon is shown by calculation and analysis to be owing to the change of the charge distribution approach at short separation distances, which is demonstrated to play a key role in the wide band coupling characteristic variation. With decreasing separation gap, a new coupling mechanism caused by surface charge properties is responsible for the decline in coupling absorption as well as the break in the ruler equations for both plasmon shift and temperature enhancement.